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Question:

Re: Mark 16:16
What does one have to believe                    

for salvation?



◆not an easy question

◆no plans to provide a “list”

◆instead, helpful to see what was preached to 
people before they were baptized

◆will look at some examples from Acts

Explanation:



Explanation:
TEXT ELEMENTS FOUND

ACTS  
2:22-38

identity of Jesus
resurrection of Jesus

repentance

ACTS        
4:5-12

identity of Jesus
resurrection of Jesus

salvation only in Jesus



Explanation:
TEXT ELEMENTS FOUND

ACTS   
8:5

Philip “proclaimed to them
the Christ”

ACTS        
8:30-36

identity of Jesus
death of Jesus

baptism



Explanation:
TEXT ELEMENTS FOUND

ACTS 
13:26-41

identity of Jesus
death-burial-resurrection of Jesus

forgiveness through Jesus

1 Cor. 
15:3-8

death, burial, and resurrection       
of Jesus Christ



Question:

Re: Jonah
What does God’s having prepared                   

a great fish to get Jonah to go                         
to Nineveh say about human free will?



◆Overview of Jonah:
- God sends Jonah to Nineveh, but Jonah flees  

in the opposite direction (1)
- God sends a great fish to swallow Jonah (1)
- Jonah repents and cries to God for help (2)
- God sends Jonah to Nineveh and he goes (3)
- Ninevites repent (3), but Jonah sulks (4)

Explanation:



◆no negation of free will

◆parallel: disciplining children by giving them 
choices and consequences

◆God uses this method as well:
- against rebellious Israel (2 Chron. 36:15-16)
- to help Christians grow (Hebrews 12:1-11)

Explanation:



Question:

Re: Matthew 27:9-10
Why is this quote attributed to          

Jeremiah when it was actually Zechariah 
who wrote it (Zechariah 11:13)?



◆several explanations have been given:
- Matthew made a mistake (!)

- names may have been incorrectly transcribed 
during the copying process 
• contraction Zriou became Iriou
• if so, happened early, since this problem              

was known at least by 4th Cent A.D. 

Explanation:



◆several explanations have been given:
- “Jeremiah” may stand as a name for the 

collective books of the prophets                              

• Matthew 22:40; Luke 16:31
• Luke 24:44 (“Psalms” –the 3rd division              

of the Hebrew Bible)

• some early Jewish writers: Jeremiah came 
before Ezekiel/Isaiah/12 Minor Prophets

Explanation:


